Reference Letter Information

Name:__________________________________________________________
Student ID#_______________________________________
Telephone#: home_______________cell________________fax:______________
E-mail Address: _____________________________________________________

1. Who is the letter of Recommendation addressed to? Name of Scholarship.

Name:________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________

2. Inducted in PTK in ________________________________.

3. Name of STC activities/clubs you have participated in

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

4. Name of community activities/services you have participated in

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

5. Honors received:

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

6. Current: G.P.A:_______ Major _______________ Minor:____________

7. College/University transferring to:_______________________________

8. Deadline for Recommendation letter

Date: ____________      ____Pick-up letter  ____ Mail letter directly

NOTE: Use back for addition information.